Online survey software for every business user. Use Opinio to harness knowledge from your customers. Get instant feedback and share sophisticated data!

OPINIO
- Web based survey system
- Advanced reporting
- Supports SPSS
- Multi-user support
- Multilingual surveys
- Runs on all platforms
- Advanced form building
- Enterprise features
- Scalable
ObjectPlanet’s Opinio survey software is a full-featured web application for creating, managing, and publishing online surveys, collecting data from respondents and make sense of this data through powerful reporting and analysis. Everything is controlled through your web browser in a user friendly and intuitive user interface.

Let Opinio modernize the way you gather important business intelligence. Included with a rich feature set and designed to run on all major platforms, Opinio provides our users a highly flexible survey tool in every way. You can choose to run it in your environment or let ObjectPlanet host the application for you. Take advantage of your full business potential by using Opinio.

Based on our evaluation Opinio came out to be a product that has a far superior feature set, easy to maintain both from an administration as well and ease of use standpoint. It integrated well with the overall infrastructure that the NASA.gov website had in place. We were also able to make the online surveys Section 508 compliant for web accessibility, which is mandatory for all government websites.

Eashwer Srinivasan
Project Manager
NASA Portal Team

Opinio came out to be a product that has a far superior feature set.
Wondering what your customers might think – ask them!

Use Opinio to get instant feedback from your customers, clients or associates

**Key Features**  
Opinio offers the full depth of survey functionality

- Advanced form-building feature.
- Powerful reporting and analysis.
- Highly scalable and dependable.
- Survey invitation and reminders.
- Report portals: publish reports online to people who need it.
- Multilingual feature: publish one survey in many languages.
- Panel management: powerful population sampling.
- Customize features, look and feel.
- Report filters: uncover hidden meaning and produce various reports for different audiences.
- Conditional branching: ask only relevant questions.
- Piping: highly dynamic and intuitive surveys.
- Include images and videos in questions.
- Predefine and reuse questions, header, footer, and survey templates.
- User management: customize administrators and authors access and security level.
- Export response data – for external analysis.
- Plugin API: extend and customize the functionality of Opinio.
OPINIO solutions

Being the ultimate survey tool, Opinio is used by thousands around the world in order to make better, more controlled and informed business decisions.

Independent of your survey needs you will find Opinio survey software a perfect match for your online survey creations. From academic and corporate institutions to government and non-profit organizations, the Opinio customer range is broad. Opinio is a powerful and scalable multiuser survey solution capable of covering your entire enterprise or institution, helping you create web surveys in any language desirable.

Staff Union of the European Patent Office

SUEPO, the staff union of the European Patent Office, has been using Opinio for a number of years to satisfy all of our surveying needs. Not only do we regularly canvas staff opinion on a wide variety of issues but have also vastly improved our approach to elections, switching from the traditional paper ballot to elections in electronic form powered by Opinio. We have been extremely satisfied with this stable, secure, flexible and user-friendly solution and would gladly recommend it to others. This is especially the case in view of the level of support provided whether it is in responding to bug reports or assisting in the writing of plugins to customize the functionality to our specific needs.

Ian Catley
Patent Examiner
SUEPO

Contact us for more information:
info@objectplanet.com
Tel: +47 22 33 33 60
www.objectplanet.com/opinio/